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Message From Meg
Dear Friends,
This newsletter is a couple of days earlier than usual,
and my note is going to be longer than usual. I've
been silent in the wake of the Orlando shooting, trying
to slog through my own numbness, shock, and
disbelief following Saturday night's mass shooting at
the Pulse bar. As I try to find language here, I will
fumble about. I apologize for that...perhaps my own
incoherence is matched within you.
When I came in from my early morning hours in the
garden on Sunday, I had a text from my friend and colleague, Rev. Carlton Eliot
Smith, saying, 'We should do a vigil about Orlando.' I texted back one word:
Yes. Carlton and I have done vigils in the wake of other tragedies (he serves
the southern region of the UUA where a high number of them seem to occur)
and I was sure if he said we needed a vigil about Orlando, we did. Then I
googled "Orlando" to find out why, this time. Thus began my own path towards
incorporating this latest horror into my own psyche. A gay bar this time. Latinx
night during Pride Month. Another young male shooter with a powerful, legally
procured weapon. This time aligning his hate and rage with his homophobia
and claiming the mantle of holy hate and righteousness in the name of radical
Islam. Masses of people coming forward to help, as always, to hold the center
and to support one another as the center fell apart once again.
Our CLF/ UUA vigil was powerful60 people came to listen to music, pray and
be with one another. Many ministers, including Marni Harmony, Minister Emerita
in Orlando, who stressed how active and focussed the UU congregation there
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has been in the wake of the tragedy. Others looked as numb and battered as I
felt; seeing those other faces was tonic.
Part of what has made this particularly numbing for me is the complex
intersectionality of identities which are being named, ignored, and honored in
the media, as the 'official' version of the story unfolds. Queer people. Latinx
people. Muslim people. Young people. All of these identities are central in the
story, and yet the huge number of meaning makers who are pontificating are old
straight white men. My friend Faisal Alam, who founded AlFatiha, an
association of queer Muslims, wrote this about being the only person of color at
MSNBC doing an interview: "The former director of the CIA was interviewed,
the mayor of NYC, the governor of FL. Each of them instilling us with fear and
terror. Beware of the brown and black boogie man folks. Because we will not be
interviewed to share our own stories of love and resilience. . .The media controls
the American mass' view of the world. Period. And marginalized communities
must keep pushing against the fantasies and false narratives that make black
and brown people's lives expendable. We are taught to fear black and brown
bodies. They cause terror and violence. . . I'm sick to my stomach tonight and
sitting with immense pain, profound sadness and so much anger. . .May the
Divine bring peace into our hearts and help us build beloved communities."
Now, as the communities in Orlando struggle to lift up life once again, as the
levels of grief ripple out, our media focuses once again on politicsPresidential
politics, partisan politics, pundits carrying on, networks scheming how to
make money off of this horror one way or another. And I don't know about you,
but I can't listen to it. It does not help me to move towards life, and I'm not
listening. The same tired words, the same selfrighteous posturing. And now
my fumbling here about brings, finally, my own wrenching tears, and I find my
own thread of life...And here's what I want to say:
Young queers, you who are just daring to come out, who are now
wondering if it might not be a better choice to lie and to hide: Please, do
come on out. There is no safety in the closet and we need your true self
and your gifts to help us all.
Muslims, you who are in the midst of Ramadan, who love your faith
and embrace its compassionate practice, who are now witnessing this
sacred identity being defined as terrorism by U.S. media once again:
Please know not all viewers buy those lies. We know that your faith is a
gift to our world. We need more compassion and love in our world.
We are grateful for your practice; please keep practicing!
Latinx queers, you who are celebrating unique pride and power as you
dance deep into the night: Please keep dancing. The beat of that music
brings life to us all.
Men who dared to kiss each other in public, who now wonder if it was your
kiss that, according to the killer's father, upset him so much he wanted to
kill people: Please keep kissing. Your kisses for each other are a wonder
in this world where men are forbidden to be vulnerable and instead offered
guns.
All of us who are struggling to hold onto our humanity in the face of this
latest atrocity: Please let the tears come. Don't listen to the pundits who
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are peddling fear. Struggle to find the witnesses of love and resilience and
honor their stories.
Let us refuse to allow any gunman to assassinate our own humanity. Let
us refuse to divide our own hearts, according some people "us" status
and labeling others as "them." Let us peer deep within this mess of terror
and healing and choose life, and choose love, over and over.
In Love and Solidarity,

RE Create
Even as adults, the death and violence in Orlando against the LGBTQ
community has left many of us speechless and searching for answers. For
children and youth, uncertainty and fear can be even more intense, and for
LGBTQ and Muslim children and youth, this fear is compounded. True Colors, a
nonprofit organization that promotes the needs of sexual and gender minority
youth, has compiled a resource for making a difference and talking to children
and youth about the tragic shooting in Orlando:
The average age that LGBTQ youth are coming out is 11  13 years old. Think
about it. Imagine you are that same 11 to 13yearold, and your social media is
blowing up with images and reports of the mass shooting in Orlando. What
might you be feeling? Who could you turn to for support?
Or imagine you are a Muslim child discovering that someone who "shares your
faith", was the perpetrator of the violence? What if neighbors and classmates
equate the actions of an individual to your entire group? Will you be safe at
school? On the street? In the community?
Each of these children is blameless. Yet, each is a victim of the violence that
bias, prejudice and discrimination creates. What can you do? Here's six ways
you can make a difference. Pick one or devise one of your own.
1. Check in with the children in your life. Whether you want them to or not, they
have heard about what happened. Talk to them; reassure them. Let them know
that they are loved and that they can talk to you.
2. Give up denial. You are biased. We all are. It is in our nature to create groups
who are "us" and groups who are "them." The first step to letting our biases go
is to admit that they exist.
3. Move toward those you have "othered". Don't know any lesbian or gay
people? Never met someone who is transgender? Attend a pride event. Ask an
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LGBTQ coworker for coffee or lunch. Don't know anyone who identifies as
Muslim? Visit a Mosque. Ask a coworker about Ramadan. You get the idea...
4. Hear mean? Intervene. Everywhere and every time. At work, at play, at
home, within your community of faith, across a holiday table... Biases are
passed from generation to generation in all of these places. Consider: every
time you don't say something, you HAVE said something. You have said it is
okay with you.
5. Volunteer. Identify a community you want to learn more about and volunteer.
Support candidates for political office and legislation that promote your values of
inclusion and respect for diversity.
6. Make a donation. Support a cause in your community. Pick a charity or a
nonprofit that works with a community you don't know much about. Their
newsletters, annual reports and thank you notes will teach you a lot about who
they are and why you should care.
The above is adapted from True Colors' complete press release, which can be
found here.
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